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Top ActionScripter Dan Livingston shows you code, teaches you skills, and inflames your passion to create "do-the-impossible" Flash content. It's all here: forms, validation, styles, skins, data integration, XML, RSS, classes, objects, events, listeners, menu systems, masks, preloaders, ActionScript 2.0 architecture, UI components, and more--all with serious downloadable code examples. Inspired. Stunningly useful. Think 'zine. Think blog. But, please, do not think of any other ActionScript book you've ever seen.

Specific topics covered include

	
    Enhancing data components to manipulate complicated sets of data

    
	
    Using MX to connect to SOAP based web services

    
	
    Creating RSS aggregators and readers

    
	
    Building shopping carts and online reservation systems

    
	
    Exploring the updates and enhancements in ActionScript 2.0

    


If you're a Flash designer and programmer who wants to hit the ground running, this fun, informative guide will take you to the next level!
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Tensors: The Mathematics of Relativity Theory and Continuum MechanicsSpringer, 2007
This book emerged from courses taught at the University College of Dublin, Carnegie-Mellon University and mostly at Simon Fraser University. This is a modern introduction to the theory of tensor algebra and tensor analysis. It discusses tensor algebra in Chapters 1 and 2. Differential manifold is introduced in Chapter 3. Tensor analysis,...
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The Home-Based Business KitSourcebooks, Inc., 2005
Launch a money-making venture from the comfort of your own home.

Starting a home-based business has special challenges. From preparing the right business plan to your first successful sale, The Home-Based Business Kit  gives you the tools you need to succeed and make a profit. Experienced home-based business owners show you how to:
...
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Human Aspects of Software Engineering (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2004
The more the software industry matures, the more it is accepted by the  software engineering community that the people involved in software development  processes deserve more attention than the processes or technologies themselves.  To this end, Human Aspects of Software Engineering details software engineering  from the perspective of those...
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Sams Teach Yourself jQuery Mobile in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2012


	Quickly start using jQuery Mobile with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.


	jQuery Mobile makes it easy for developers to add...
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Antennas: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Practical, concise and complete reference for the basics of modern antenna design    

    

    Antennas: from Theory to Practice discusses the basics of modern antenna design and theory. Developed specifically for engineers and designers who work with radio communications, radar and RF engineering, this...
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Arduino Adventures: Escape from Gemini StationApress, 2013

	Fun. We (your authors) wanted a word to describe our ultimate goal for this book, as well as a word

	we hope you (our reader) will use to describe it, and that’s the one we chose. There are others goals,

	of course, but in the end, when you’ve finished the book, we’re hoping you’ll have enjoyed the

	activities...
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